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Article

3D Collagen Alignment Limits Protrusions to Enhance Breast Cancer Cell
Persistence

Kristin M. Riching,1,2 Benjamin L. Cox,2,3 Max R. Salick,4,5 Carolyn Pehlke,2 Andrew S. Riching,6

Susan M. Ponik,6 Benjamin R. Bass,8 Wendy C. Crone,1,4,5 Yi Jiang,9 Alissa M. Weaver,10

Kevin W. Eliceiri,1,2,7 and Patricia J. Keely1,2,6,7,*
1Biomedical Engineering Program, 2Laboratory for Optical and Computational Instrumentation, 3Department of Medical Physics, 4Materials
Science Program, 5Department of Engineering Physics, 6Department of Cell and Regenerative Biology, and 7University of Wisconsin Paul P.
Carbone Comprehensive Cancer Center, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin; 8Saris Cycling Group, Madison, Wisconsin;
9Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia; and 10Department of Cancer Biology, Vanderbilt
University Medical Center, Nashville, Tennessee

ABSTRACT Patients with mammographically dense breast tissue have a greatly increased risk of developing breast cancer.
Dense breast tissue contains more stromal collagen, which contributes to increased matrix stiffness and alters normal cellular
responses. Stromal collagen within and surrounding mammary tumors is frequently aligned and reoriented perpendicular to the
tumor boundary. We have shown that aligned collagen predicts poor outcome in breast cancer patients, and postulate this is
because it facilitates invasion by providing tracks on which cells migrate out of the tumor. However, the mechanisms by which
alignment may promote migration are not understood. Here, we investigated the contribution of matrix stiffness and alignment
to cell migration speed and persistence. Mechanical measurements of the stiffness of collagen matrices with varying density
and alignment were compared with the results of a 3D microchannel alignment assay to quantify cell migration. We further in-
terpreted the experimental results using a computational model of cell migration. We find that collagen alignment confers an
increase in stiffness, but does not increase the speed of migrating cells. Instead, alignment enhances the efficiency of migration
by increasing directional persistence and restricting protrusions along aligned fibers, resulting in a greater distance traveled.
These results suggest that matrix topography, rather than stiffness, is the dominant feature by which an aligned matrix can
enhance invasion through 3D collagen matrices.

INTRODUCTION

Increased mammographic density is associated with a 4-
to 6-fold increased risk of breast cancer (1–3), making
mammographic density one of the greatest independent
risk factors for breast cancer (1,3,4). This increase in density
is correlated with a significantly increased deposition of
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, most notably collagen
I (5–7), which is in part responsible for the overall increase
in stiffness in mammary tumors (8,9). Matrix stiffness has
been shown to promote a malignant phenotype in tumor
cells (8,10–12), enhance migration and invasion (13–16),
and alter cell signaling, leading to increased proliferation
(10,17–19). Although it is clear that matrix stiffness plays
a profound role in tumor progression, we do not yet fully un-
derstand the mechanisms by which cells respond to changes
in matrix stiffness.

In addition to the amount of collagen, the orientation of
collagen fibers appears to play a critical role in tumor pro-
gression. Our laboratory previously characterized changes
in the alignment and orientation of collagen fibers, and iden-
tified tumor-associated collagen signatures (TACS), which

manifest in predictable ways during tumor progression. In
particular, deposition of aligned collagen that is oriented
perpendicular to the tumor boundary (termed TACS-3) cre-
ates highways on which tumor cells are observed to migrate
in vivo (20), and correlates with increased invasion and
metastasis in mouse models (21). More recently, we showed
that TACS-3 alignment is an independent prognostic signa-
ture that correlates strongly with poor patient survival (22).
These initial findings strongly indicate that matrix stiffness
resulting from increased collagen deposition and matrix
alignment contributes to mammary tumor progression.

Although the cellular players andmechanism for alignment
generation in vivo remain elusive, in vitro studies have shown
that epithelial cells and fibroblasts are capable of using Rho-
and Rho kinase (ROCK)-mediated actin-myosin contractility
to orient collagen fibers (23–26). Additionally, fibroblasts can
deposit matrices containing aligned fibronectin or collagen
in vitro (27,28). Recently, Yang et al. (28) showed that this
ability of fibroblasts to produce aligned matrices is associated
with expression of the cell-surface proteoglycan syndecan-1.

The high correlation of collagen alignment with breast
tumor progression suggests that the mechanisms by which
alignment facilitates cell migration need to be evaluated
more closely. Studies of cells cultured in matrices with
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aligned fibers have revealed that cells polarize and orient
with respect to the alignment (29–31), and that alignment
is associated with increased migration and directionality
(23,28,32). The underlying mechanisms for these responses
to alignment, however, remain unclear. One possibility is
that alignment organizes cell adhesions along fibers, result-
ing in more efficient migration from coordinated traction
forces. It has been demonstrated that parallel-oriented fibers
may also afford cells less spatial impedance and thereby
enhance migration (33). Additionally, it has been suggested
that alignment incurs changes in matrix stiffness, and that
enhanced migration along fibers may be due to durotactic
guidance. However, the effects of increasing alignment on
tensile modulus have been largely assumed, without being
well documented and quantified. Here, we created novel
(to our knowledge) aligned matrices to parse out the con-
tributions of 3D matrix alignment and stiffness to the migra-
tion of breast cancer cells. We find that alignment facilitates
persistence without affecting migration speed, and that con-
tact guidance via aligned fibers, rather than durotaxis due
to stiffness, is the likely mechanism by which migration is
enhanced. Moreover, we present a model to describe trends
in cell migration induced by matrix physical and mechanical
properties. Validating the model’s prediction, we found that
an aligned matrix limits the number of stabilized protrusions
and likely serves as mechanism that leads to more persistent
migration.

RESULTS

The aim of this study was to characterize the effects of
collagen fiber alignment and matrix stiffness on the 3D
cell migration of invasive ductal breast carcinoma cells. To

study the mechanical properties of aligned collagen and
how cells respond to changing matrix mechanics, we gener-
ated 3D collagen gels containing aligned fibers by using a
device to impart mechanical strain. Similar to the method
described by Vader et al. (34), we designed and used a 3D
printer to create a strain device that uses a micrometer-
driven arm and pin assembly to stretch one end of a collagen
gel (Fig. 1 A). The pins contacted two pieces of polypro-
pylene mesh embedded in the gel and had a width of 1 cm
to produce a wide aligned region. The device was designed
to fit the stage of a multiphoton microscope, and second
harmonic generation (SHG) images of a 2 mg/ml gel were
collected with increasing strain applied (Fig. 1 B). We
used CurveAlign software (http://www.loci.wisc.edu) anal-
ysis, which employs a curvelet-based algorithm to measure
fiber orientation and assigns a coefficient of alignment from
zero (no alignment of one fiber relative to another) to one
(all fibers in perfect alignment). The coefficient of alignment
increased with strain and appeared to approach a maximum
alignment at 30% strain (Fig. 1 C).

To determine whether aligned collagen had a greater
elastic modulus than gels with randomly oriented fibers,
we cast 2 mg/ml collagen gels in a stainless-steel, dog-
bone-shaped mold that was machined to the dimensions
specified in Roeder et al. (35). We then tested the tensile
moduli of the gels using an Instron MicroTester 5548.
(For an image of a representative collagen gel in the grips
of the Instron, see Fig. S1 B in the Supporting Material.)
Samples were either prestrained using the strain device
shown in Fig. 1 or left unstrained. All samples were
imaged via SHG to observe the fiber alignment and then
subjected to tensile testing at a rate of 1 mm/min until fail-
ure occurred. Sample strain was computed by measuring

FIGURE 1 Collagen gels are aligned by me-

chanical strain. (A) A strain device designed and

assembled for use with a multiphoton microscope

is fitted with a micrometer to precisely control

the amount of strain on a collagen gel placed in

the center of the stage. Two pins contact the sample

and the left pin/arm assembly is driven by a micro-

meter. The arrow indicates the direction of strain.

(B) SHG images reveal collagen fiber alignment

with increasing strain; scale bar, 50 mm. (C) Cur-

veAlign software analysis of coefficient of align-

ment from SHG images (n ¼ 3 gels).
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the relative displacement of glass beads deposited on the
surface of the gel. All prestrained samples demonstrated
an increased coefficient of alignment due to an increase
in the number of fibers oriented near 0� relative to the
axis of the dogbone (71% of fibers for prestrained samples
compared with 43% for unstrained samples; Fig. 2, A, left
and right).

Stress-strain curves for unstrained samples displayed
classic strain-stiffening behavior with the presence of a
toe region, indicative of fiber recruitment, before the linear
regime. In contrast, prestrained gels lacked a toe region,
consistent with the prealignment of fibers, and the linear
regime exhibited a steeper slope (Fig. 2 B). The slope of
this linear regime represents the elastic modulus, and pre-
strained gels had greater elastic moduli than unstrained
gels regardless of whether the gels were left unfixed
(Fig. 2 C, right) or fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) for 10 min immediately after prestraining (Fig. 2 C,
left). Thus, prealigning the collagen matrix alters the elastic
behavior and results in a significant increase in the stiffness
of the matrix.

Cells are known to use durotaxis to migrate toward
increased stiffness (13). Since we previously showed that
cells preferentially migrate along, rather than across, aligned
fibers (23), we tested whether the elastic modulus is greater
along the axis of aligned fibers than across the axis of align-
ment. We prestrained large (2 mg/ml) collagen gels using a
horizontal weight-based loading system that clamped two
sides of a gel suspended in a PBS bath. One clamp remained
stationary while the other was drawn with the use of weights
to stretch the gel, and the gel was subsequently fixed with
4% PFA. A 3D-printed cutter was then used to cut dog-
bone-shaped specimens from the larger gel, with dimensions
identical to those of the aforementioned dogbone mold.
Specimens were cut such that the gauge region of the dog-
bone was either parallel or perpendicular to the direction
of the applied strain (Fig. S1 A). Dogbones cut parallel to
the direction of strain had aligned fibers oriented ~0� relative
to the axis of alignment, whereas those cut perpendicular to
the strain direction had fibers oriented ~90� (Fig. S1 D, left).
The parallel and perpendicular cut gels had similar high
coefficients of alignment (Fig. S1 D, right). However, the

FIGURE 2 Aligned collagen gels are stiffer than

unaligned gels. (A) Left: histograms of fiber angles

generated from CurveAlign software of unstrained

and 30% prestrained gels. Percentages represent

the fraction of fiber angles 515� from 0� relative

to the axis of alignment (shaded region). (A) Right:

coefficient of alignment of unstrained and 30% pre-

strained gels (n ¼ 4 gels, p < 0.05). Note that even

unstrained samples demonstrate fibers oriented at

0�, which is due to a stronger signal in this orienta-

tion because of laser polarization (36,37); however,

all strained samples exceeded this background

level. (B) Representative stress-strain curves of an

unstrained gel and 30% prestrained gel fixed with

PFA. (C) Tensile modulus of unstrained and 30%

prestrained gels fixed with PFA (n ¼ 13 gels, p <

0.0001) or unfixed (n ¼ 3 gels, p < 0.05).

Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2546–2558
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moduli were greatest in the parallel strained gels (Fig. S1 C),
indicating that collagen is stiffest along the axis of align-
ment. Interestingly, the moduli for perpendicular strained
and unstrained gels were similar, which served as a control
for other effects of prestraining the collagen gel that were
not related to orientation of the fibers.

To determine whether this increased stiffness along the
axis of alignment leads cells to preferentially migrate along
aligned collagen fibers, we conducted a set of experiments to
assess MDA-MB-231 cell migration and matrix stiffness in
aligned and random collagen gels with increasing collagen
concentration. Initially, we determined the coefficient of
alignment and elastic modulus for 1–4 mg/ml prestrained
and unstrained collagen gels. These experiments showed
that the coefficient of alignment was higher for all prestrained
gels regardless of collagen concentration (Fig. 3 A). The
elastic modulus increased with increasing collagen concen-
tration for both prestrained and unstrained samples, with all
prestrained specimens having a significantly greater modulus
than their unstrained counterparts (Fig. 3 B). Note that the
modulus of the 4 mg/ml unstrained specimens was not signif-
icantly different from that of the 1 mg/ml prestrained aligned
gels, which serves below as a useful comparison for cell
migration in matrices of different topography but identical
stiffness.

After characterizing the stiffness of aligned and random
collagen matrices across a range of concentrations, we
sought to determine the effect of changing matrix stiffness
and alignment on cell migration. As the cells were not
readily seeded in a reproducible way into gels that were
aligned by strain, we developed a flow-based 3D microchan-
nel assay to produce either an aligned or a random collagen
matrix based on other reports using microchannels (36,37).
When neutralized collagen was flowed during polymeriza-
tion through narrow channels (width ¼ 1 mm), an aligned
matrix was produced. Flowing polymerizing collagen
through a wider channel (width ¼ 3 mm) produced a
random matrix (Fig. 3 C). MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded
in the center ports of both narrow and wide channels and al-
lowed to migrate for 3 days, after which time the gels were
fixed and stained with bisbenzimide to assess the number of
cells that migrated into the channel. SHG images were
collected to assess fiber alignment in narrow (Fig. 3 F)
and wide (Fig. 3 G) microchannels, and confocal images
of stained nuclei (Fig. 3, D and E) were analyzed in FIJI.
All narrow channels had a significantly higher coefficient
of alignment compared with wide channels (Fig. 3 H).
Moreover, all narrow channels had a greater number of cells
that migrated farther away from the port (Fig. 3 I) compared
with wide channels (Fig. 3 J).

To determine whether migration correlated with matrix
alignment or stiffness, total nuclei counts outside of the
port boundary were normalized to the channel width and
plotted against either the coefficient of alignment or the
tensile modulus. Cell counts displayed a positive correlation

with the coefficient of alignment for all collagen concentra-
tions (Fig. 3 K). In contrast, cell migration displayed a nega-
tive correlation with modulus across all concentrations
for both narrow and wide channels (Fig. 3 L). These results
indicate that alignment improves the efficiency of cell
migration, whereas increasing the matrix stiffness by
increasing the collagen concentration serves to impede
migration, possibly because it offers cells too many sites
for cell adhesion (38,39) or because increased collagen
concentration increases cell confinement by decreasing
porosity (40).

To further understand how aligned collagen enhances
migration, we tested the effects of alignment on migration
speed and persistence in 1 and 4 mg/ml collagen. We imaged
MDA-MB-231 cells seeded into narrow and wide channels
every 10 min over 6 h using a confocal microscope, and
tracked migrating cells using the MTrackJ plugin for FIJI.
For these experiments, we only considered collagen con-
centrations of 1 and 4 mg/ml because these concentrations
represent the extremes measured for the tensile modulus,
and because the stiffness of an aligned 1mg/ml gel was com-
parable to that of a random 4 mg/ml gel (Fig. 3 B). Time-
lapse movies of cell migration in 1 mg/ml narrow and wide
channels were used to quantify cell migration (Movie S1).
Windrose plots of all of the analyzed tracks show a greater
percentage of cells migrating within 10� of the direction of
alignment in 1 and 4 mg/ml narrow channels (Fig. 4 A).

We used the chemotactic index (CI), a measure of a cell’s
directional persistence that is traditionally used in reference
to a chemotactic gradient, to measure the component of
migration tracks in the direction of alignment, and found
it to be highest in narrow channels (Fig. 4 B). Surprisingly,
migration speed was unchanged between cells cultured in
narrow and wide channels of the same collagen concentra-
tion (Fig. 4 C), suggesting that alignment does not affect
cell speed. Moreover, cell speed was equivalently reduced
at the higher collagen concentration despite the similar
elastic moduli of 1 mg/ml aligned and 4 mg/ml random
matrices (Fig. 3 B).

Histograms of individual cells’ net displacements demon-
strate that compared with cells in wide channels, cells that
migrated in narrow channels more often ended up farther
away from their starting points (Fig. 4, D and E). Although
the channel widths differed between narrow and wide chan-
nels, the enhanced persistence seen in narrow channels is
unlikely to result from the smaller geometry. If this were
true, and the dimensions of the narrow channels restricted
migration to a more confined region, we would expect to
see preferential migration along the edges of the matrix
near the channel wall where restriction is highest. In fact,
we saw cells evenly distributed across the channel width,
suggesting that changing channel geometry does not impact
cell migration. Taken together, these results suggest that
collagen alignment affects the directional persistence, but
not the speed, of migrating cells.

Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2546–2558
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FIGURE 3 MDA-MB-231 cell migration is positively correlated with collagen alignment. (A) Coefficient of alignment of 1, 2, 3, and 4 mg/ml unstrained

and 30% prestrained gels quantified using CurveAlign software (n ¼ 3 gels, p < 0.05). (B) Tensile modulus of 1, 2, 3, and 4 mg/ml unstrained and 30%

prestrained gels fixed with PFA (n ¼ 3, p < 0.05). (C) Schematic depicting the microchannel migration assay. Flow of collagen through narrow channels

results in alignment. (D and E) Representative confocal montages of narrow (D) and wide (E) channels, with cell nuclei stained with DAPI. Scale bar,

500 mm. (F and G) Representative SHG images of collagen in narrow (F) and wide (G) channels. Scale bar, 50 mm. (H) CurveAlign software analysis of

coefficient of alignment in 1, 2, 3, and 4 mg/ml narrow and wide microchannels (p < 0.01). (I and J) Quantification of cell density outside of the channel

port in concentric rings (100 mm wide) in narrow (I) and wide (J) channels (n ¼ 6–9 channels). (K and L) Total cells that migrated normalized to the channel

width is positively correlated with the coefficient of alignment (K) and inversely correlated with stiffness (L). Shaded regions represent statistical significance

in migration and are designated as low (Lo), medium (Mid), and high (Hi) migration.

Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2546–2558
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FIGURE 4 MDA-MB-231 cells migrate more slowly in stiff collagen and more directionally in aligned collagen. (A, F, and K) Windrose plots of all tracks

analyzed during a 6 h confocal time lapse with a 10 min collection interval for untreated cells and cells treated with 2 mMML-7 or 10 mM H1152 in narrow

and wide channels (1 and 4 mg/ml). Percentages represent the fraction of cells with net track angles within 10� of the abscissa. (B,G, and L) Quantification of
the CI for untreated and ML-7- and H1152-treated cells in narrow and wide channels (1 and 4 mg/ml, p < 0.01). (C, H, and M) Quantification of migration

speed for untreated and ML-7- and H1152-treated cells in narrow and wide channels (1 and 4 mg/ml, n > 40, p < 0.01). (D, E, I, J, N, and O) Histograms of

the cells’ net displacements over 6 h in 1 and 4 mg/ml for untreated and ML-7- and H1152-treated cells.

Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2546–2558
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To deduce a potential mechanism for cells’ enhanced
directional response to alignment, we asked whether Rho-
mediated cell contractility plays a role in sensing alignment.
We previously showed that cells require Rho and its effector,
ROCK, to align collagen fibers, but once alignment is estab-
lished, migration ensues independently of Rho and ROCK
(23). To test whether cells require contractility to migrate
in aligned collagen, we conducted time-lapse experiments
similar to those shown in Fig. 4, A–E, but added to the cul-
ture media either H1152 to inhibit ROCK, or ML-7 to
inhibit myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) 30 min before
imaging. Inhibition of either ROCK or MLCK in MDA-
MB-231 cells resulted in reduced levels of phosphorylated
threonine-18 and serine-19 on MLC (data not shown),
whereas ML-7 had no effect on migration speed or persis-
tence compared with untreated cells (Fig. 4, F–J). However,
H1152 dramatically inhibited cell speed across all condi-
tions tested, which further resulted in reduced persistence
(Fig. 4, K–O). These results indicate that Rho- and
ROCK-mediated signaling is required for cell migration in
3D collagen matrices, but signaling from MLCK is not.

Our previous measurements of stiffness were at the bulk-
material level and were aimed at assessing the relative
moduli of ECM networks. However, individual cells experi-
ence the moduli of individual fibers in the network on a
microscale. Therefore, to make more direct comparisons be-
tween matrix stiffness and the observed migration in micro-
channels, we measured the displacements of individual
collagen fibers adjacent to migrating cells. Collagen was
labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) according
to Baici et al. (41), mixed with unlabeled collagen at a ratio
of 1:10, and polymerized in narrow and wide microchannels.
In this way, collagen fibers could be visualized by FITC
immunofluorescence. FITC-collagen fibers and MDA-MB-
231 cells seeded in the channels were imaged every 4 min
for a period of 2 h by confocal microscopy. Time-lapse
movies in 1 mg/ml narrow and wide channels were used to
quantify cell-induced collagen fiber displacement (Movie
S2). The fiber displacements measured in narrow channels
were significantly smaller than those in wide channels for
both 1 and 4 mg/ml conditions (Fig. 5 A), providing further
support for the notion that aligned collagen, even at the
cellular scale, is stiffer than a random matrix. Furthermore,
the trends in fiber displacement in each condition correlate
well with the trends in measured tensile moduli in Fig. 3
B, with the greatest fiber displacement occurring in the con-
dition with the lowest measured bulk modulus, and vice
versa. Similar fiber displacements were observed in both
1 mg/ml narrow and 4 mg/ml wide channels, which also
have similar moduli (Fig. 3 B).

We next determined whether the inhibition of ROCK or
MLCK affects fiber displacement in addition to migration.
Consistent with the results shown in Fig. 5, inhibition of
MLCK with ML-7 had no effect on total fiber displacement
(Fig. 5 B), whereas inhibition of ROCK with H1152 reduced

fiber displacement in all conditions (Fig. 5 C). These results
further suggest that ROCK, but not MLCK, is required for
cells to displace the matrix and subsequently migrate.

These data suggest a complex interplay among alignment,
stiffness, and ligand density in affecting cell migration. To
better understand this interplay, we developed a simple

FIGURE 5 MDA-MB-231 cells displace collagen fibers in proportion to

matrix stiffness. (A–C) Quantification of total collagen fiber displacement

during a 2 h confocal time lapse with a 4 min collection interval for un-

treated and ML-7- and H1152-treated cells in narrow and wide channels

(1 and 4 mg/ml, n > 15, p < 0.001).

Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2546–2558
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mathematical model to make qualitative assessments of
motility given certain matrix properties, such as alignment,
stiffness, and ligand density. Our aim was to address the
inherent difficulty of changing a single matrix property
without affecting another one, and to shed additional light
on the findings discussed herein. Our model assumed that
cell speed in 3D is a bimodal function of both modulus
and ligand density. This assumption was based on experi-
mental results obtained with collagen-coated 2D polyacryl-
amide gels in which the modulus was altered when the
ligand density was held constant or in which the ligand den-
sity was altered while the modulus was held constant (Fig. 6,
A and B). This bimodal relationship is consistent with other
reports of 2D cell migration (38,39,42,43). Additionally, for
simplicity, we modeled cell movements in 2D, since cell
displacement in 3D was measured in the x-y plane by
confocal microscopy. We computed cell displacements by
assigning random protrusion vectors at discrete time steps
for a total of 36 time steps, corresponding to the experi-
mental conditions under which we observed migration every
10 min for 6 h (also a total of 36 time steps). We defined
coefficients to describe ligand density, stiffness, and align-

ment, and used these coefficients to scale the relative mag-
nitudes of the x and y components of the protrusion vectors.
A vector sum of the protrusion vectors gave the cell’s net
displacement at that time point. Simulations of 100 cells
were conducted in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA) to make qualitative predictions of the trends in cell
migration in 3D collagen environments within a known
range of fiber alignments, ligand densities, and moduli.
For further discussion about the model’s assumptions and
equations, see Supplemental Materials and Methods,
Fig. S2 and Table S1.

From the simulations, we generated windrose plots of all
cell simulations in 1 and 4 mg/ml aligned and random
matrices, and found agreement in the distribution of tracks
compared with experimental results (Fig. 6 C). Simulations
showing the trends in cell speed, CI, and net displacement
(Fig. 6, D–G) also correspond with the data in Fig. 4. To
show trends in migration over a broader range of untested
matrix conditions, we varied stiffness, ligand density, and
alignment in the model, and found that migration speed
was unaffected by changes in alignment (Fig. 6 H), consis-
tent with the observed data. Increasing alignment, however,

FIGURE 6 Computational model of cell migration replicates migration in 3D collagen. (A and B) 2D migration of MDA-MB-231 cells on polyacrylamide

gels. (C) Windrose plots of simulated migration in 1 and 4 mg/ml aligned and random collagen from model. (D and E) Computed CI (D) and speed (E) from

the model. (F andG) Histograms of computed cell displacements in 1 mg/ml (F) and 4 mg/ml (G) from the model. (H and I) Surface plot of cell speed (H) and

net cell displacement (I) as a function of modulus and alignment.

Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2546–2558
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increased the net distance cells traveled (Fig. 6 I), suggest-
ing that an increase in persistence is the main factor that
determines enhanced migration due to aligned collagen in
invasive breast tumors. The model best fits the data when
the number of protrusions per cell is decreased as alignment
increases (Fig. S2 E), which leads to the prediction that
alignment enhances persistence by limiting the number of
protrusions.

To better understand the mechanism of enhanced per-
sistence in aligned collagen, and to validate our model
assumption that the number of protrusions changes with
the organization of the matrix, we conducted time-lapse ex-
periments to observe protrusion dynamics. To visualize
actin-rich cellular protrusions, we generated stable MDA-
MB-231 cells expressing Lifeact-mRFP, which was previ-
ously used to label filamentous actin in live cells (44).
Confocal imaging showed that cells in aligned collagen
elongated in the direction of alignment and with fewer pe-
ripheral protrusions compared with cells in a random matrix
(Fig. 7 A). Time-lapse imaging also showed that elongated
cells with prominent protrusions in the direction of align-
ment were maintained throughout the duration of the exper-
iment, whereas cells in randomly organized collagen had
less stable protrusions (Movie S3). In addition, we also
observed in some cells the formation of membrane blebs
similar to those previously associated with lobopodial
migration 1D adhesive surfaces (45). We wrote and used
custom MATLAB code to quantify the number and length
of protrusions per cell at each time point (for further
description, see Supplemental Materials and Methods). We
found that cells in aligned collagen had fewer protrusions
overall (Fig. 7 B), which is consistent with the prediction
of the model. Moreover, as the model scaled the length of
protrusions by the magnitude of the protrusion vector, our
finding that the lengths of individual protrusions relative

to the cell centroid were greater compared with those of
cells cultured in randomly organized collagen (Fig. 7 C) is
also consistent with the predictions of the model. These
data indicate that aligned collagen restricts protrusions
to the direction of alignment, potentially stabilizing protru-
sions in that direction and allowing cells to maintain greater
persistence in aligned collagen.

DISCUSSION

Mammographic breast density and the accompanying stiff-
ness are associated with increased breast cancer incidence
(1,4,8), but do not correlate with distal relapse (46). In con-
trast, collagen alignment is associated with enhanced metas-
tasis in animal models and poor prognosis in breast cancer
patients (20,22). Despite the observation that migrating car-
cinoma cells track along collagen fibers in vitro and in vivo
(20,47–49), the mechanism by which cells recognize and
migrate along fibers is poorly understood. In this work, we
sought to understand the effects of matrix stiffness and
alignment on migrating epithelial cells within a 3D collagen
matrix. We employed a coordinated analysis of both cell
migration and tensile moduli of aligned and randomly orga-
nized matrices of varying stiffness. Consistent with our pre-
vious observations (23), we find that matrix alignment is a
strong promoter of cell migration and results in a greater
net distance traveled by cells. Surprisingly, matrix align-
ment does not enhance migration speed; rather, alignment
enhances migrational persistence. Cells in aligned collagen
have fewer and longer protrusions that are oriented with
respect to aligned fibers, suggesting that limiting protrusions
is the mechanism by which alignment serves to increase
persistence.

Although it is well known that collagen exhibits strain-
stiffening behavior, it is less understood how migrating cells

FIGURE 7 Cells in aligned collagen have fewer

and longer protrusions. (A) Confocal z-compressed

images of MDA-MB-231 cells expressing Lifeact-

mRFP in 1 mg/ml wide (left) and narrow (right)

channels. Grayscale, FITC-labeled collagen; green,

Lifeact-mRFP. Scale bar: 20 mm. (B and C) Quan-

tification of the number of protrusions per cell (B)

and length of protrusion (C) relative to centroid

(n ¼ 8 cells, p < 0.0001).
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respond to matrices of different fiber orientations and stiff-
ness. Therefore, we characterized the mechanical effects of
prestraining a collagen matrix to induce fiber alignment.
Our results show that collagen prealigned by strain is stiffer
than a random collagen matrix of the same density and that
the stiffness is greatest along the axis of alignment. Xu et al.
(50) previously conducted biaxial tensile testing of collagen
prealigned by flow of magnetic beads and showed that after
fixation, gels aligned parallel to the direction of alignment
were stiffer than gels aligned orthogonally. Here, we ob-
tained similar findings utilizing uniaxial tensile testing and
a simpler, more robust approach to induce prealignment
by strain rather than flow of magnetic beads embedded in
the matrix. Moreover, we found that the increased stiffness
of aligned gels is preserved even in unfixed collagen gels.

Our results further suggest that alignment of collagen fi-
bers potentially strengthens and stabilizes interactions be-
tween neighboring fibers, presumably causing the observed
increase in modulus. The act of stretching a collagen matrix
not only results in increased fiber proximity but can also
increase subfibrillar orientation and packing (51). These
stretch-induced modifications may allow for enhanced mo-
lecular interactions between adjacent fibrils (52), thus in-
creasing the overall matrix stiffness. Similarly, we expect
that the flow-induced fiber alignment in our microchannels
potentially enhances interactions between adjacent fibers
such that alignment, rather than the method by which the
alignment is induced, is the key feature.

To study cell migration in aligned matrices, we developed
an assay that makes use of the observation made by Lee
et al. (36) and Sung et al. (37) that collagen alignment can
be controlled by flow through a sufficiently narrow micro-
channel. To our knowledge, this assay represents a novel
approach for studying the effects of 3D collagen alignment
on cell migration. Here, we used channels 1 mm and 3 mm
wide to produce highly aligned collagen matrices and a
randomly organized matrix, respectively, into which we
seeded cells and quantified total cell migration, speed, and
persistence. We found that more cells migrated farther
into the aligned collagen, but migration speed was un-
changed relative to migration in the randomly organized
collagen matrix.

The increase in the total number of migrating cells in the
aligned matrix can be accounted for by the marked increase
in the persistence of cells in aligned collagen. Furthermore,
our results demonstrate that the effects of collagen align-
ment on persistence are not due to the increased stiffness
of an aligned matrix, or durotaxis, because cells migrated
faster and were more persistent in 1 mg/ml aligned collagen
than in 4 mg/ml random matrix, even though the two condi-
tions had nearly the same stiffness. In contrast, we found
that when increased matrix stiffness was generated by
increased collagen concentration, which also increased the
ligand density and reduced the porosity of the matrix, cell
speed was reduced. This result is in contrast to the well-

documented durotactic response of cells cultured on 2D sub-
strates (14) and may reflect the greater inherent complexity
of 3D matrices. Importantly, the mechanical properties
extrapolated from measurements of fiber displacement
correlate well with the measured bulk tensile moduli of
aligned and random gels, suggesting that the differences
in the mechanical properties of aligned and random collagen
gels at the microscale correlate to the macroscale. More-
over, this finding demonstrates that increased stiffness along
the axis of alignment is observed regardless of the mecha-
nism of alignment (flow or strain).

We further show that migration is dependent on Rho/
ROCK-generated contractility and independent of MLCK.
Previously, we demonstrated that cells first require a con-
tractile mechanism involving Rho and ROCK to generate
aligned collagen, and that the requirement for Rho/ROCK
ceases for migration in a prealigned collagen matrix (23).
One possible explanation for this discrepancy is the differ-
ence in the duration of inhibitor treatment between the
two studies (8 h in this study compared with every 24 h
for a period of 3 days in the previous study), suggesting
that compensation for Rho inhibition may occur over longer
treatment time frames. As in our previous study, we again
find that fiber displacement is also dependent on ROCK,
not MLCK, which agrees with other reports of matrix defor-
mation by contractile forces (53–55). These results provide
additional support for the idea proposed by Grinnell et al.
(56) and Miron-Mendoza et al. (57) that cell migration
and matrix deformation are both consequences of the
same Rho- and ROCK-driven contractile mechanism and
could occur in concert. Matrix stiffness likely determines
the extent of fiber deformation as well as the amount of trac-
tion a migrating cell can generate by utilizing Rho-mediated
contractility.

From our results, we infer that the collagen fibers that are
most constrained in the matrix move the least when pulled
and exhibit the greatest stiffness. This finding is also sup-
ported by the observation of Lopez-Garcia et al. (58) that
NMuMG cells produce larger strains in matrices of lower
stiffness. These results lead to the assumption that stiffer
conditions may provide the most traction and thus allow
cells to use their contractile forces to achieve the fastest
migration. Consistent with this idea, previous studies
showed that stiffness increases the amount of force adhe-
sions generate, and force-generating active Rho is upregu-
lated in stiff matrices (10,53,59). These findings on their
own would predict that increased stiffness in 3D would
lead to enhanced migration speeds. However, increasing
stiffness in 3D matrices is also typically accompanied by
increased ligand density and decreased matrix porosity,
both of which are known to significantly impact migration
speed (39,40). For this reason, it has often been challenging
to develop techniques that allow one to separate stiffness
from other factors in a 3D environment to assess changes
in migratory behavior. Recently, however, Harley et al.
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(60) were able to alter the individual strut stiffness of a
collagen-GAG scaffold, and identified a bimodal relation-
ship between stiffness and cell migration speed similar to
that seen on 2D substrates. As new methods for engineering
matrices with precisely controlled physical and mechanical
properties become available, we will be able to study addi-
tional relationships involving cell speed and persistence.

To address the multifactorial responses to the topograph-
ical and mechanical properties of the matrix, we developed a
mathematical model that incorporates matrix ligand density,
stiffness, and alignment. Our model allows us to better un-
derstand the trends over the range of experimental condi-
tions tested, where it is difficult to deduce effects incurred
by isolating a single 3D matrix parameter. Others have pro-
posed a model to describe the effect of fibroblast migration
speed on the alignment of fibrin and collagen in dermal
wound healing (61). Our model considers protrusion gener-
ation as a stochastic process that leads to adhesion formation
with ECM fibers, whereas other groups have used models to
suggest that in vivo migration in discontinuous environ-
ments may not require adhesions (62). Our model predicts
that the number of protrusions diminish with increased
alignment and increase as ligand density increases. We
show experimentally that cells in aligned collagen indeed
have fewer protrusions, which is likely responsible for this
observed increase in persistence. To better replicate cell
persistence, the model incorporates a probability for a pro-
trusion vector to maintain its orientation across multiple
time steps that increases as a function of matrix alignment.
Although we are unsure of the exact cellular mechanism of
persistence, the predictions of our model would be consis-
tent with the hypothesis that persistence reflects the presen-
tation of ligands along an axis allowing cells to form and
stabilize adhesions in a given direction, enabling more effi-
cient migration. This notion is consistent with the observa-
tion that integrin adhesions are localized along collagen
fibers in 3D (63) and on 1D collagen fibers, where cell
migration along 1D fibers recapitulates migration in 3D
matrices (64). Moreover, we expect that persistence also
reflects the loss of competing ligand binding choices in
other directions. We predict that as ligand concentration in-
creases, there will be more opportunities for adhesion-stabi-
lized protrusions to occur outside the direction of alignment,
consistent with the observation that persistence decreases as
ligand concentration increases.

A limitation of our model is that, for simplicity, it as-
sumes all matrix parameters are held constant over the si-
mulated time frame, when in reality cells are constantly
modifying their environment via Rho/ROCK contractility,
which causes local changes in alignment, stiffness, and
ligand density. Moreover, there are additional effects of pro-
teolytic modification of collagen that we have not taken into
account (63). Furthermore, the model input parameters re-
quire tested modulus values for given alignments and ligand
densities, which can also change with different matrix com-

ponents and the extent of cross-linking. Once we are able to
measure the stiffness of a broader range of matrix composi-
tions and more reliably establish the relationships among
matrix composition, alignment, and stiffness, we can revise
the model parameters. Despite these limitations, however,
we show that our model can accurately replicate trends in
migration speed and persistence in 1 mg/ml and 4 mg/ml
aligned and random collagen matrices. Furthermore, the
model is consistent with the observation that migration
speed across a range of matrix conditions is unaffected by
alignment, but alignment profoundly increases the net dis-
tance cells travel. This finding is significant in the context
of breast tumor progression, where the presence of TACS-
3 aligned fibers is correlated with a dramatic increase in me-
tastases and poor long-term survival (21,22). Our results
suggest that highly aligned regions in the tumor micro-
environment can provide cells that have a high migratory ca-
pacity with the most reliable and robust escape route, and
provide additional mechanistic understanding of how the
aligned collagen characterized by TACS-3 relates to its
role as a potential biomarker for breast cancer.
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